Fabrication of tubular anti-resonant hollow core fibers: modelling, draw dynamics and process optimization.
The fabrication of hollow core microstructured fibers is significantly more complex than solid fibers due to the necessity to control the hollow microstructure with high precision during the draw. We present the first model that can recreate tubular anti-resonant hollow core fiber draws, and accurately predict the draw parameters and geometry of the fiber. The model was validated against two different experimental fiber draws and very good agreement was found. We identify a dynamic within the draw process that can lead to a premature and irreversible contact between neighboring capillaries inside the hot zone, and describe mitigating strategies. We then use the model to explore the tolerance of the draw process to unavoidable structural variations within the preform, and to study feasibility and limiting phenomena of increasing the produced yield. We discover that the aspect ratio of the capillaries used in the preform has a direct effect on the uniformity of drawn fibers. Starting from high precision preforms the model predicts that it could be possible to draw 100 km of fiber from a single meter of preform.